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CHA1'I'ER I
Il~RODUCTION

The function of education is learning how to live,
and should be directed toward teaching the child the "whyn
of real living and assisting him:
1.

To understand and practice desirable social
relations.

2.

To discover and develop his own desirable

individual attitudes.

3. To cultivate the habit of critical thinking.

4.. To appreciate and desire worthwhile activities.

5.

To gain command of the common integrating
lmowledge and skills.

6.

To develop a sound body and normal mental

attitudes ..

Teaching must be effective if adjustments are to be adequately
made and the learner is to become a well-adjusted personality.
There must be ways and means in teaching numbers which will
contribute meaning and vitality to social and effective
living.
It should be the desire of each teacher of our future
citizens, to keep in touch with the modern trends in education
and experiment ·with the uses of various methods with a view
toward improving classroom instruction.

It is very necessary

for the teacher to take advantage of all opportunities that

2

may artse that will help to make the work meaningful to the
child and to use the pupils I own experience to the greatest
extent .1
Teachers are discovering that children appreciate
learnings they can relate to themselves~ to their own concern and to their activities.

It is the duty of teachers to

help the child see numbers a.s a functional aspect in his life,
that which he cannot get along withoute

The child should be

taught and guided to understand that addition and substraction
will be an advantage in solving personal problems in life.
It is important that the teacher understands how the
child learns and what his capabilities are in the different
stages of his intellectual development.
great part in learning.

Experience plays a

An experience has meaning only in

terms of previous understandings.

The skillful teacher

builds her program and her activities upon this foundationo
Everyday activities which are concerned with quantitative
aspects of the child's own environment will become an integral
part of the curriculum.

Through these activities the child

may develop naturally and consistently.

Stokes states that

effective teaching results vJhen the meaning of number and
number relations are placed in the foreground.

lrrhomas A. Doyle, Education is Living
Columbia University Press, 1945), p:-100

Vital

(New York:

3
experiences which the child can relate to himself offer the
bases for the most productive action.2

Number is a functional

objective in the life of each individual.

If the child is

led to see this, he profits by effective teaching and is
well on his way toward a state of well-being so far as number
learning is concerned.
When the child comes for the first time to school,
whether into a nursery school, a kindergarten, or a first
group, the teacher in her study of him must note what number
meanings and concepts he has already learned, and what stage
of readiness is necessary for further number experience.

The

teacher can then plan using informal, sensory experiences and
activities in this area to meet his needs and interests.

At

home and in the community the child's first contact with
numbers has been in social situations; almost daily there
are happy experiences in which numbers are needed and used.

The teacher must utilize similar social situations to extend
his number learning.

She must also plan and develop coopera.-

tively with the children, units that stem out of these social
situations in which she can do more definite informal
arithmetic teachinge

Griggs3 defines arithmetic as

11

any

quantitative relationship situation 11 and describes the
2:r-rewton C. Stokes, ~aching the Meaning of Arithmetic
(New York: D. Appleton Century Croft, Inc., 1951), pp. 86-92 ..
3James Griggs, "Helping Children See Relationships in
Developing Number Concepts, 11 Childhood Education, XXVII
(November, 1948), p. 114.

4
arithmetic program as a "series of cooperatively planned,
well-developed experiences in which the quantitative relationship of children with their environment are explored in
natural and meaningful situations."
Statement .Qf.

~

Problem.

Since it is recognized

that the fundamental operations of arithmetic are essential
to one in our society, and since it is agreed that one
cannot succeed in his everyday life without the knowledge of
arithmetic skills, it becomes of great importance that the
teacher should put forth every effort in helping pupils
acquire these basic skills~

How can a classroom teacher do

a.n effecti,re job of te : : ching number readj_ness as a means of
social development of first-grade children?
The problem of teaching is to effect learning, to
develop ability, to adjust to the demands of new problems
composed of both familiar and new elements.

When there is

a good method of teaching, children progress through the
mastery of concepts, principles, and process to the way of
thinking in terms of numbers.

The teacher must know where

the children are and maJce that the starting point in any
developmental instruction.

It is only in this way that

classroom activities can be controlled so that there will be
normal and systematic growth on the part of the learner.
Arithmetic facts taught in the first grade lay the
foundation for future work and progress in the advanced grades.

During the past several years, methods and procedures iI:
classroom
instruction have undergone
considerable changes,
.
~

~

especially in the primary grades.4

It seems that the effect

of new concepts has been greatest upon arithmetic~

This is

especially noticeable with the teaching of the combinations.
The main purpose of this study is to present methods of
instruction 1,.;hich have been found to be of greatest value in

the teaching cf arithmetic that lead to social development
in the first grade.
SCOR~ e.UQ Limitations of the StuctL.

This study will

be concerned with the teaching of arithmetic on the first
grade level.
It is intended that this study will aid teachers,
administrators, and laymen who are interested in the teaching
of arithmetic~ as it relates to social developments of
children.

Most of the information pertinent to the develop-

rr.ent of this study was obtained from books 1 periodicals, and
questionnaires.
Procedure.

The following procedure was carried out

in the development of this study:

le

Data were collected from professional journals,

and books.

2.

Observation of the performance of pupils.

p.,

76 e

6

3. The use of summary of questionnaire material
collected from first-grade teachers,
Defiuitions

£f Terms4

For the purpose of clarityi

the folloviing terms are used, in the sense described below:
1.

Readiness.

The willingness, desire~ and ability

to engage in a given activity depending on the learner's
level of matu1.,ity, previous experiencG, and mental and
emotional set~
2s

Social Development~

The growth of the cultu1'e

of the group in the direction of the more complete satisfaction of the needs of its members.5
Hypothesise

This study is based on four assumptions:

(1) the first-grade child should have .readiness at six years
old; (2) there is a relationship between arithmetic and the
social development of the first-grade child; (3) in normal

learning situations the progress of pupils depend upon the

methods by which arithmetic is taught; and (I+) children will
l earn 11:.ore quickly if arithmetic is taught as a part of their

everyday living.
Review of Related Literature.

Experience with

nu.-ubers begins early and comes before computation..

School

· 5carter V. Good, Dictionar~ of Education (Hew York:
HcGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.~ 19 5J, pp. 128-129.
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affords numerous opportunities for number experiences.

There

are many r eal things which children are interested in counting:

the number of children who order milk for lunch, the

numbe1· of napkins needed for a party, a.nd the like.
Some children have difficulty with number ·work.
We have learned that the principle cause is ineffective
teaching.

Hiram Maxim,6 in his book, A Genius in the Family,
points out:
When Florence had been at school long
enough to begin arithmetic, something happened
and she could not go on. Possibly it was the
combination of a stupid and unimaginative
teacher and intensely imaginative and highstrung child.
The teacher informed the ~other that Florence
had exhibited a total inability to understand
arithmetic. Manifestly the child was defected
mentally.
There wa.s a long conference during ·wh.i ch her
mother got it across to her father that the
trouble had been arithmetic, and if he would
take a hand in the matter Florence might be
brought out of her difficulty.
After supper he inveigled Florence into
some sort of ccnverse.tion about games and parties.
Finally he said: ''Florence, you ought to be the
kind that enjoys arithmetic. You have such a
clear mind that you would be good e.t it. It I s
lots of fun when you play it the right way.
So you have arithmetic at your school?"
Florence was not enthusiastic. She indicated
that they had arithmetic at her school, but she
did not like it.
6Hiram Maxim, A Genius in .ih.§. Famil_y
Harper and Brothers, 1936), p. 397.

(New York:

8

11 0h well well, if you dontt like it, then
they are not playing it right. Let me show you
how we used to play it 1..Jhen I was a boy down in
Maine. Percy, go down to the kitchen and fetch
me a handful of beans. Now Florence, I'm going
to play arithmetic with Percy first. After you
see how we play it, I sha.11 play it with youi
because I knovi you would play it better than most
people. You are much smarter than most children
your age. n

In a short time, Florence was insisting upon
adding the groups of beans that her father laid
out, and the two children were soon shouting out
the answers with the greatest enthusiasm. He
led little Florence into adding all sorts of
combinations, gradually shifting into subtraction
·without her realizing it.
From that day, Florence stood first in her
class. None of them ever found out what happened
in Florence's mind to cause this remarkable shift.
I believe it was the clever manipulation by which
her father straightened out some sort of preconceived notion which had been holding her backe
One great big problem of today is that too many children

are victims of the same situation as Florencee

This is due to

the fact that the teacher 1 in many cases, is not resourceful

enough, skillful enough, does not possess enough child
psychology or focused insight to recognize the child I s immedi-

ate need: the need for adequate devices, techniques, and
materials for continuous growth and development.

In speaking of using readiness in number work as a
means of social development of first-grade children, Brueckner7
stated:

71. J. Brueckner,. "Certain Arithmetic Abilities of
First-Grade Pupils,'' Elementary School Journal, XXVII
(February, 1937), p .. 4330 ·

9

Work in a.rithmetic must be made socially
significant as well as mathematically meaningfule
Tbere should be exueriences which interest
children in arithmetic, help them appreciate its
contribution to social progress, and lead to
satisfaction through successful, worth-while
achievement. In each unit there should be a
variety of activities. Thus every child can
find an outlet for his special abilities that
·will enable him to make a contribution to the
group. The units selected should make use of
arithmetic skills already learned and also demonstrate the need for new related skills. If
skillfully taught~ such un.i ts offer opportunities
for children to work cooperatively with others
and to develop leadership and social sensitivity.
The following are a few suggested activities.

1.

Keeping a record of the childrens'
height and weight.

2.

Keeping the attendance recordo

3.

Christmas ana Easter activities

In the community-centered school of today, the major
concern of the te s cher is the adjustment of each child to
his several environments: physical,. psychological, emotional,

and social.

The teacher's function is to guide and help the

child so that he will develop to the greatest extent possible:
physically, intellectually, emotionally, and socially.

She

must teach him how to solve his own problems as they arise,
including those in the field of numbers.
Ada Harris8 in her book, First Journeys in Numberland

makes the folloviing comments~
Social situations, such as a walk or setting
tables for lunch, are short-time experiences,
8Aaa Harris, First Journevs in Ntunberland
Scott Foresman and Company, 1939), p. IoB.

(Chicago:
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i:Jhereas a unit may extend over a per ioa of
several days, weeks, or even longer. It may
be planned a.nd developed with the entire
group. The ttexperience 11 will be used to
indicate that it is an actual experience,
initiated preferably by the children~ but
planned and developed by the teacher and the
children cooperatively. Examples of such
un.its are:

A. Party or picnic

B.

A plant 1 valentine, toy, fruit, or
cookie sale

c.

Keeping pets

D.

Mal-ring a birthday calendar

Florence Reia9 made a study of social development in
e.rithmetic by using an

11

educa.tion.al-play unit. 11

She said

that the educational play-unit, or life situation, is
best wben initiated by the children.

She recommends that

the teacher plan a.nd develop the idea with the children so
that it can supplement actual experience.

The unit must be

set up so that it will seem like a real life activity as
nearly as possible.

Examples of such educa.tional play units

are:;
A Bakery

A cafeteria or restaurant

A bank

A zoo

A post office

A fair

A doll's directory, laundry, Playing family or indians
or house

.

9:Fiorence Reid, "Incidental Number Situations in

F~r~t Grade, n Journal of Educational Research, XIX (September,

1/30), pp. 30-36.

CHAPfER II
CHILD GRO~fTH AND DEVELOPME:NT

Being six: years old has a special significance for
almost every child.

He has looked forward with both eager-

ness and pride to the time when he could say, "Now I am six
and I can go to schoo1.n
This is one of the great turning points because here
he steps beyond the family circle into the larger ~orld of
the school and the community.

Until now his relationships

have usually been limited to his own family, the few children
on bis block, and perhaps to playmates in a carefully supervis ed nursery school or kindergartene

In each of those

situat ions his mother has been closely involved.

Now that

he is six, the child must find his own place and make his
friends under new conditions.

Back in the home the child is

loved and accepted because he is a. member of the family group;
however, he nm.-1 finds that he must win acceptance among otb.ers
of hj_s own ageo

Just being Billy Smith is no longer enough;

he must succeed because of his own worth as an individual
and because of the contribution he can make to the group.
The sixth year is one of transition between the home
and the school, between the life of a little child protected
by the home and that of a first-grader,, who must meet the

12
often rigorous demand and competition of school life.

Many

factors combine to determine the nature of the childrs
adjustment to this new environment, but the two of probably
the greatest importa.nce of his patterns are individual growth
and the kind of home experience he has had.
Basis of Individual E~fectiveness
Children of six are trying to leave ba.byhood behind

and to free themselves of the behavior of little children.

They do not want to be treated as they were during the preschool y e ars.

·,ve would be concerned if this growth drive

did not appear, because children must drop baby ways and

cb.ange their dependence upon their mothers for the increasing
independence and vigor of childhood.

Adult help is needed to

show them tha.t self-assertion does not have to be rough and
rude to meet the challenge offered by playmates of their age.

Group activities gain popularity in the . first grade.
Many children enjoy projects and games undertaken together,
although there is little group loyalty or responsibility.
These will come later.

At six, a child often enter·s a game

with enthusiasm only to leave if he does not get the part he
-wa.nts or if he loses, or perhaps because something else
attracts his attention.

His behavior shows that this is still

a trz.nsi tion period between the individualistic play of the
preschool child and the team play of the middle-grade boy or
girl.

Some immature children ·will remain at the level of
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individualistic 9lay throught this year; for the group
participation ·will be hard.

A child should be encou.rared
to take part, but not compelled to do so. 1
Growth.

The six-year-old is passing through a transi-

tion somewhat similar to teenage adolescence.
year he becomes more stable, less impulsive.

During the
His concept

of himself becomes clarified; he begins to see more clearly
where he stands.
He is stepping out into a large world.
distance from his mother is increasing.

No longer does he

hccVe the constant support of her solicitude.

peTsons are coming into his life.

Eis social

Many more

He is more on his own!

his success depends more on his 01.vn efforts.
Progress in physical development is uneven, but by
six the child has usually lost most of his baby contours.
His legs lengthen a.nd §:ain in both height and weight.
Although this growth is less rapid than that of earlier
periods, mothers are still sighing over quickly outgrown
clothing.

'ivhile the child ts body is gradually changing in

shape 9 so too~ is his face.

The jaw lengthens as permanent

teeth replace baby teeth and as new molars come in.
Patterns of growth have many variations--fast, slow,
steady, and irregular.

These differences in rate are true

lc1aays Jen..'ltins, These are Your Children
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1953), p. 116.

(Chicago:
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not only of physical growth, but also of mental, emotionalj
and social development.

A child of good mentality, whose

overall pattern of development is slaw, may be mentally
rez.dy for school at six, but in emotional and social ways,
he may be more like a four-year-old,· v1i th school life too

hard for himo
Such variations in growth patterns as these, make it
necessc>.ry to know not only what children of his age are like

in general, but what each child is like in particular e

Ma.ny

behavior problems, both at home and at school, deve lop because
the adult in control, either mother or teacher, does not
recognize the level of maturity reached by a certain child.
In a classroom for six:-year-olas, some children will still
be babies, immature emotionally and una.ble to adjust socially,

while others are secure, self-reliant little people, who are
able to hold their own in their group.

Hany youn.gsters are

regarded as special problems or as difficult children, incapable of adapting to the first grade; then, in reality 1 they
either are passing through a phase of growth, ne.tura.1 in their

development or have not as yet reached the point of maturity
attained by the majority of the class.
The type of home experience a first-grader has had is
the second crucial in school adjustment.

If a child has

grown up in a warm, friendly home and if his parents have
shown him affection and acceptance so that he comes to new
experiences with the security of his home to help him, then

he ·will usually be able to cope with the nevi and larger
environment of school.

If on the other hand his early years

have been a period of strain, if his family has moved often
or has had to live in cramped quarters or with relatives, if
his parents have been separated because of the war or for
other reasons, this child is likely to come to school tense
and fearful.

1.'he child ·who has been severely disciplined,

1

over-rigidly trained f or made to feel 1.mwa.nted, will also

find it hard to adjust to the cla.ssroom.

So, too, there

will be trouble ahead of the child who has been overprotected
and babied by a mother who has failed to recognize his early
needs for independence.2

Obviously six-year-olds cannot all be treated alike.
Each child is dif~erent, bringing to school a special native
endowment, a special rate and pattern of development, and
a special home backgr ou:.r-1d.
Activities which require use of the large muscles
should be stressed through the sixth year.

There should be

plenty of opportunity for climbing and hauling, for running
and jumping, and for free activ~ playo

Six-year-olds enjoy

imaginative rhythms such as the following.

little pony, run .. 11

11

11

Run~ run, run}

Tr ot, trot, little pony, trot. n

gallop, little pony, gallop.,n

2 Ib id • , p. 111.

ttGallop

-'

These actions are performed in
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time to music.3

Six-year-olds like to pull and push, to

use wagons and scooters, and to build vii th large blocks,
boxes and boards.

Their physical skills are not too well

coordinated, and they are just learning to bat a ball or to
jump rope.

Mastery is far from complete, but even if the

tT'ovements of six-year-olds are still rough and jerky, they
ao enjoy learning new skills.

We should encourage and

give opportunities for this learning , but we should not try
to force or push children of this age to accomplishments
beyond their ability.4
A well-developed child may p6rform easily on the

trapeze while other youngsters, not yet ready for such stunts,
stand by watching with envious interest.
'I'he playground has been called the training school

of childhood, and it shows not only the kind of activity,
children of six need and enjoy, but also the behavior patterns which they are developing.

They climb, jump, and run;

they also shout and fight for their rights.

'I'aking turns,

a social technique which may have been forgotten, is absent.
Fow every child wants to be first, and there is a scramble
for the apparatus, with pushing, fighting, and quarreling.
Each child wants to be the leader; each one wants to win

York:

3Ruth Strang, An Introduction to Child Study

The Macmillan Company,

4Toid., p. 299.

1938), p. 297.

(New
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and finds it hard to lose.

Children of this age need to

be ta.ught again how to talre turns and how to get along
tog:ethere5

Characteristics.

Six is an active age.

The child

le.s.rns best through active participation and concrete situation.

He enjoys songs, rhythms, fa.iry tales, comics, radio

and television proframs.
b1..1t often "forgets

e

He can take more responsibility,

11

The six-year-old likes to build blocks higher than
his shoulders; he tries to do a running broad jump without

minding if he falls.

His own yard may not be as attractive

as a neighbor's.6

Although certain games are popular with other children, a few differences between the sexes are found.

It seems

to be true in

11 Here

01..1.r

cultu.re that jumping rope, playinf

v1e go round the Mulberry Bush 11 and nRing

Around a Rosie, 11

and playing with dolls are exclusively girls' games.

Foot-

ball, play horse, playing marbles, and playing with toy
trains, are boys' games.7

The six-year-old wants and needs adult approval.

He

is more interested in the activity than in the end result.

5Gladys Jenkins, These are Your Children
Scott, Foresman and Company, 1953)~ 120.
6 Ibid. P• 290.

(New York:

1

7E. D. Mitchell and B. S., Mason, TJ1eory of Pl~
(New York: Barnes and Company, 1934), p. 299.
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There is much spontaneous dramatization, and he is ready for
simple classroom dramatics.

He is concerned about right and

wrong, full of energy, but tires easily; often restless,
dreamy and absorbed.
Specific Needs.

The six-year-old needs encouragement,

ample praise, warmth, and grea.t patience from adults.

He

needs the right combination of independence and encouraging
moral support, also, wise guidance rather than domination.
The six-year-old needs ample opportunity for many kinds of
activities, especially for the use of large muscles.

Ee

needs to adjust himself to the rougher ways of the playground,
without becoming too crude or overwhelmed.
Ji.Q.m.g and School Guidance

The first and most important influence on the child
is .the way in which he grows up in his home.

The emotional

climate of his home will determine to a great extent the way
in which a youngster is able to develop the kind of person
he will become.8
The six-year-old needs a home in which there is a
place for him to bring his friends without making them feel
that the normal confusion made by play is unwelcome or that
they must not touch this or do that.

8

A house or apartment

Arnold Gesel and Francil Ilg, The Child from Five to
(New York: Harper and Brothers,. Inc., 1946) ~ p . ~ -
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which is plannea witb this in mind often becomes the center
for tbe activities of the children of the neighborhood
throufh their years of growing up.

A good home is one in

which a youngster can feel that bis room is for him and his
friends

9

that he is not always in the way, and th2.t he and

his friends are responsible for putting things that they use
back in placee

A good home will also provide a child with

the :food he needs for the adequate nourishment of his body
as it grous e_nd develops~ and for sturdy resiste.nce against
over fat igue and illness.
Six-year-olds grow best when they look forward to
coming to the family meal and enjoying not only the food but
the companionship around the table.

Parents would do ·w ell

during this time to train children with sympathetic understanding, in the use of good table me.nners; handlj_ng food,.
conversation, and other unbecoming table manners.

Over

emphasis upon the quantity of food eaten or upon table manners,
or a discussion at meal time of his mi stakes and failures can
create tensions which may prevent them being well nourished,
even though there is abundant food~
A good home will also provide regular medical and
dental care so that each child's body may have adequate attention and help as it grows, and defects may be properly cared
for and remedied when possiblee
It is through the warm relationship which a six-yearold feels with his mother and father that he learns how to
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be friendly to other people as he grows older.
to his own brothers and sisters.

This applies

In every family, even the

happiest, there will be some tension between brothers a..'1d
sisters, some quarrels, disagreements, and jealousy as each
seeks to be first in the eyes of bis parents.

In the family

in 1·1hich parents have mutual interest of all their child ren,
these tensions are lessened as each child gradually learns
tha.t mother and father love each one and will try to be fair
,l'lith everybody.9

All children need to feel that they belong

to a group; they need real jobs to do and the satisfaction
that com.es ·when they have completed them.

They ne0d faith

as well as clothing, shared experiences as well as shelter.lo
The wise parent always remembers that the six-year-old
does not grow smoothly.

Even with the best daily guidance,

childrGn ·will have problems and will sometimes get into
trouble.

'l'he six-year-old should feel that he can safely let

his parents know what he feels and thin1\S.

When there is

too much pressure, hurt or anger, the six-year-old should be
able to say how he feels, and the security of being allowed
to nexplore • 11

It may often be necessa.ry for them to let a

child know that they understand his feelings, but do not
approve of his way of expressing them because it hurts

9Ibid., p. 123.

10
Luella Cole, Psychology .Qf the Elementary School
Subjects (Hew York:: Farrar and Rhinehart, 1934), p. 330.
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someone .else or someone's 9roperty.

They can tolerate and

understand the mixed-up emotions which every yo1.mgster will
have as he lea.rns to grow up, and can help him to f'ind
acceotable emotional release0ll
Although the first and most important influence on
the child is that of the home, the experiences he has in
school ·will be tr2mend ously important .~ A child's school
experiences at any age can have either a helpful or a hindering influence upon his mental health and his whole adjustment
to life.

The tec:cher ·who realizes how profound and lasting

rriay b e the effects of a child ts experiences under her guidance

recognizes that her chief responsibility is to understand
his needs and the problems of the youngsters entrusted to her,
so that she may always ·work with them in ways that develop
confidence~ trust, and cooperation.

S:he will try to under-

stand the physical-psychological characteristics of each
maturity level, as well as the unique pattern of development
of each individual child in her care.

To this latter end

she will at the outset attempt to aid parents to better understand the child, and thereby contribute greatly to his
feeling of security.
A good teacher builds confidence and self-respect by
words

OT_"

prai.· se and apprecia
· t ion,
·
1cnowing
·
that giving praise

and recognition for a job well done is one of the best ways
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of helping any child to learn.

She knows that the

11

smarties 11

and those who are doing poor work are often the very ones who

are starving for legitimate attention and praise.
someone who watches for opportunities to say,
n·vJhat a thoughtful thing to do~II

ever done."

11

11

They need

Tbat 1 s fine."

ttThis is the .best yourve

You really tried on that one, didn't you?n Or,

nvrhat a brave person you were to do thatc 11

The watchful

teacher will find something worthy in each child but will
never distribute praise carelessly 7 for children are quick to
detect and resent indiscriminate praise, given without
sincerity and without merit.12
Even under the best handling, six-year-olds will
probably be fatigued by his difficulties of adjustment and

will have his share of colds.

Absences become a common

occurrence throughout most of tbe first year.,

But some con-

trols can be instituted to alleviate these absences.
six-year-old is not ready for all-day attendance.

The
He still

profits by an activity rest period at home when he is alonec
He may adjust to an all-day session by Christmas time.

In

some groups, Monday is the poor day after a vrnek-end at home.
Adjustments are best planned according to the group.
The interrelationships of home and school is important
to the six-year-old.

He brings many things to school: stuffed

animals, dolls, flowers, bugs, shells, fruit, a.n.d especially

1 2cesell and Ilg,

.Q.12 ..

cit., p. 96.
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bookso

These are brought to show his classmates, or more

especially his teacher.
for the whole group.

He may also bring a treat of cookies

He also takes things home as well, such

as, his drawing and his carpentry.
means a lot to him.

His parents' response

The thrill of the year comes when he

taltes home the first primer he has mastered.

It is to be

hoped that parents will not criticize any errors at this
moment of triumphcl3
Parents often are disappointed that the six-year-old
re ports so little about his school experiences at home.
Six~year-olds are most apt to hear tales about bad things
other children do or to boast beyond reality of his own
accomplishments.

The outstanding nonconforming child is sure

to be reported upon by most of the children in the group.

A

bedtime chatting period is an excellent opportunity for the
six-year-old to talk about himself and his school experiences 014
It is important, too, to give attention to the "little

things in the daily routine of schoolroom living.

Children

should have plenty of time for getting drinks, going to the
toilet, and washing their hands.

If a child needs to go to

the toilet or get a drink at other than the routine times, he
should know that he may do so without asking permission, as

p., 123.

14
Willard Olson, Child Development, (Boston:
Heath and Company, 1947), p. 417.

D. C

0
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long as he goes quietly and inconspicuously.

Children need

to feel that they are trusted, and they should be encouraged
to take care of their own needs without embarrassment or fear

of scolding.

Children need to feel that they are trusted,

and they should be encouraged to take care of their own needs
without embarrassment or fear of scolding&

Children cannot

sit still for very long periods of time without becoming tired
and restless.

They need periods of activity and periods of

rest, as well as periods of concentrated work.

There is much

the teacher can do to relax and rest her children, from the
opening of the windows and a bit of active exercise to
encouraging ttforty winks" with head on arms for the child
who needs it--even if it means time out for a minute or two
from the work he is doing.

What teacher has not someti~es

felt that if it were possible to lie down for one minute or
even just get up and stretch, she would feel like a different
persono

How often children must feel the same way.

As long

as it is not yet possible in all classrooms to allow much
fre Gdom to move about, it is important to plan plenty of
opportunities for rest and a nstretch., u15
It is necessary to recognize, too, that in some cases

the problems of children cannot be solved without understanding
and having insight i .nto the deeper underlying factors which
1

,5Gladys Jenkins, Edi tor, The~ Are Your Childre_no
(New YorK: Scott Foresman and Company, 195~p. 246.,
T
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are causing them.

The teacher may be able to help by manipu-

lating the situation in the classroom, but she cannot always
reach the underlying difficulties.

One of the skills which a

teacher acquires as she lives and works with children and
continuously gathers and organizes her information about them,
is an ability to distinguish between the children whom she can
help within the classroom situation, a11d those who require the
services of specialists.

When necessary she will turn, if

possible, to the school psychologist, whose major function is
the continued improvement of mental health.

When she observes

evidence of physical impairment or suspects infection or
malnutrition, she will consult the school nurse.

The teacher

is also expected to cooperate with the services of dentists,
oculists, and pediatricians when found necessary.16
If the school does not have the services of a school
psychologist, the community may have a child-guidance clinic,
or there may be a reading clinic nearby, or the state may
provide a traveling child-guidance service which may be available not too far away at certain times during the year.
Creative expression is a basic need, and creative
dramatics is only one way of meeting it.

Often important

ideas are aptly reemphasized by means of cartoons,, paintings,
drawings, posters, soap carvings, or the like.

Frequent

opportunities should be given children to use these means of
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enriching concepts under discussion.

Such opportunities add

life and richness to the classroom, and they make it possible
for many kinds of talent to be revealed and appreciateacl7
Pre-School r-:xperiences.
the pre-school child.

Learning is fascinating to

A child is usually interested in learning

anything that contributes to his on-going activity and is well
enough within his capacity so that he can succeed at it.
How different the child is when he starts off for
kindergarten!

In three years he has developed a definite

personality of his own.

The kind of person he will be is

beginning to show definitely, not only in his appearance but
in his way of meeting situations, and his approach to life.
His speed of learning, his special skills and talents are
beginning to be noticeable.

Those individual characteristics

which make him different from everyone else are already evident.
He usually goes to kindergarten eagerly looking forward
to the new experience.

He may hold his motherts hand tightly

as he approaches the building the first day, but rarely does
he try to turn baclr.,

Not only does he want to know what

kindergarten is like, but he enjoys other children and wants
to be with them.

He is relating what he sees to his past experi-

ence and is anticipating the future.

The child is no longer a

baby, but an individual who is ready to be away from home for
two or three hours a day as an independent persone
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The basic raw materials for pre-school children are
space, un..hurried time, and suitable materials which they can
use in their own way.

From a wealth of possible activities,

children can choose those which best meet their needs.

Clay,

large crayons, painting materials, blocks, and puzzles which
bring interest and creative responses are satisfactory for
moderate activity.

Scooters, swings, etc., are places to

satisfy childrents desire for large muscle activities or
swift motion.18
Much of the pre-school child's reading and number work
is closely associated with his play, both at home and at
school.

He can pick out capital letters, first at the left

or right of a page and then at the beginning of a sentence
in the text.
11

Later he reads letters in combination such as

c-a-t" and asks what they spell.

He may also add wooden

letters for people such as A for Ann or S for Susan.

He likes

to identify repetitious words in a familiar book such as
sounds the animals make or exclamatory wordse
The directed activity period may be followed by story
time which is a highlight for the child, particularly when the
story is dramatized after the readinge

Stories with repetitive

action and phrases are favorites, especially stories about
animals, trains, or fire engines.

18

T

Beth Wellman, "Motor Achievement of Pre-School Children,n
Childhood Education, XIII (March, 1937), Pe 311.
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~e9.cbing Individual Pu.Dils..

Both observation and

tests reveal great differences in readiness to read, write,
and do arithmetic among children entering the first grade.
Not only does it mark differences exist within a given group,

but great variability is likewise evident within the individual
In Marston•s 1 9 experimental situation of the duck

child.

hunt in which a six-year-old made a choice between two boxes,
one empty and one containing a toy duck, some children
responded p1"omptly to each presentation of the pair of boxes,
0

showing no hesitancy or perplexity even after consecutive

f ai·1 ures. u

Other children sought to ttescape the discomfort

of indecision of the disappointment of failure by turning
to other activities. 11
said,

0

One girl after three successive failures

I think it ts time I must play now, n and at the next

failure, "I think it's time to go to school now.ir

Individual

children's attitudes toward failure may be observed in their
everyday home and school activities.

There are great individual

differences in this respect not only between children but in
the same child at different timese20
It is not only

0

difficultn children that a teacher

should try to understand, however, she needs also to look
twice at the "goocttt children, those who
1

11

never cause a

9Lois Murp~y, Social Behavior and Child Personality
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1937), p. 181.
.
. 2~Leslie Marston, The Emotions of Young Children,
St1:-a1es . .ill Child Welfare~.· Volume III, No. 3 (Iowa City, Iowa:
University of Iowa, 1935), pp. 62.
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moment•s trouble.n

She needs to stop and study the children

who always cooperate, who drive themselves excessively hard

in reaching for per.fection, who try too hard to please, who
are "model children. 11
tbeir real feelings?

Are these youngsters bottling up
A teacher may be unaware until she

looks twice, that some of the children in the classroom are
desperately lonely and are not wanted by the others either
as friends or as co-workers.21
Once the teacher discovers which children in the class
are socially unacceptable to the others, she can plan ways of
helping them.

Sometimes children are not liked because of

personal qualities, sometimes because they are rraifferent 11
from the other children.

The slow child, the handicapped

child, the unusually brilliant or talented child, all these
are different.

It is not always possible to help these

children to feel fully accepted by the others, but it is
possible for the teacher to lessen their alonenessQ
The Readiness Program. Emphasis on academic achieve-

ment can destroy a first-grader ts confidence.

Grades or

marks should not be mentioned, but each child should be
helped to read and write and do numbers when he is ready, and
not all first-graders will be ready at the same time.

Any

effort to force a child to learn and to show independence

21Ibid.s p. 190.
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before he is ready only defeats itself, rendering learning
more difficult than it should be, the child will pass more
smoothly and efficiently from the years of early childhood
into the more complex and more demanding school-age perioa.22
This is a time for learning, not one of final achievement.

Adults are often impatient~ expecting too much of six-

yee.r-olds.

Success should be judged by direction of progress

rather than by a particular time.

Steady growth is a sign of

Has the child made progress over a. period of

success.

months?

If more is expected of the six-year-old than he is

ready to give, tensions may be set up which will slow the pro-

cess of learning and affect the child's whole relationship to
the school situation.

A flexible program to meet the needs of

all the children in the first grade cannot be overemphasized;
each child should have a good start in school.
It is known that children possess some knowledge of
numbers when tr::ey enter schoolo

It is known 1 also, that there

is a wide variation in the degree of number awareness they
possess~ depending upon. their background of experiences and
maturity level.
learning.

The element of readiness is always a factor in

If children are not ready for number concepts they

·will not profit much from instruction and the teacher must
adapt her prJgram to bring about a condition of readinesse

----------22
Arnold Gesel,
and Brothers, 1949), p.

~.·~g

Dev~lopment (New York~

Harper
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After children begin progressing in their number study,
their readiness to proceed to the next level depends upon
the understandings they acqu.ireo 2 3

2

3william Be Ragan, Modern Elementarv Curriculum
The Dryden Press, 1953), p~ 336:

(New York:

CHAPI'ER III
S'OC IAL DEVELOPMENT IN 'I'HE FIR.ST GRADE

In making an analysis of objectives of arithmetic, the
teacher should also recognize the possible contributions that
arithmetic can make to social development.

Many of the

experj_ences pupils have in school that are rich in application
of numbers can be d esignea as experiences in democratic living o
Here the teacher can conduct the learning program growing out
of free association of groups of inter E-:sted individuals and
free expression of ideas, thus forming the basis of action.
When the situation normally demands it, cooperat:tve methods
of dealing with various aspects of the situation may be
introduced.

The community itself is an excellent laboratory

for the study of social problems that are within the range of
interests of the pupils.

In many schools the pupils also

participate in community activities, and study of first-hand
social institutions, and practices about which they should
be informed.

In most instances, arithmetic makes valuable

contributions to these experiences.

The more closely the

learning of arithmetic is integrated with its uses in the
affairs of da.ily life, the more productive the experience will
be.

To be most beneficial these activities should be conducted

in such a way that the children can participate in genuinely
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democratic cooperative enterprisesc

Thus, the pupils not

only will learn a bout arithmetic and its functions in daily
life, but desirable personality traits and social characteristics also will be developea. 1
PURP08E OF' .ARITHMEI' IC IN THE FIRST GRADE

The shift of emphasis in arithmetic from automatic
habits, or mechanical skills, to comprehension, thinking,
and social insight is evident in plans for teaching the

work of the first grade.
The purpose of the first year's work in arithmetic
is to build up number concepts, to extend number experience,
and in general, to build a basis for understanding and
thinlring in number situations.
Gener~l Readiness for Arithmetic
Readiness for numbers involve more than a mental
matuxity which permits the child to learn to recite number

words.

The whole child must be taken into consideration--

is he physically, socially, mentally, and educationally
ready to

ao

the work?

Phvsical Readiness.

The physical well-being of the

child is an essential factor in learning.

A. pupil cannot

1 Leo Brueckner and Foster Grossnickle, .£islli to Mak~
Arithmetic Meaningful (Chicago: The John Winston Company,

194·7), p. 3.

pay attention if he is sleepy, tired, or illo

The ability

to make visual and auditory discriminations is necessary if
the child is to make progress in his number worko

If it is

diffj_cult for him to tell whether the teacher said seven or
eleven or whether the number written on the board is a 3 or

5, he will be handicappede What appears to be laziness or
marked lack of attention maybe due to defective hearing.
Poor visual discrimination may be due to faulty eyesight or
irnmaturi ty or both.

The teacher may need to c all on the

home or on health officials to help in the diagnosis.

A

visit to the home or a talk with the mother may disclose the
reason and suggest a remedy for a tired, listless pupil.
A child should not be considered dull or backward until
physical factors have been carefully checked.
Social Readiness.

Socially the child must feel at

ease in the classroom situatione

If he is u.11-happy or emo-

tionally upset it will be difficult for him to learn.
Maturity and individual differences must bet a.ken into consideration.

Patience and understanding are needed for the shy 7

awlrnard child as well as for the noisy, boisterous ring

leader.

The child who likes to arrange things in neat little

piles will enjoy placing the counters on the desk in an
orderly arrangement with two in each group.

To another child

such an exercise is irritating; he may make groups of two,
but they will be scattered all over his desk.

He will need

many experj.ences designed to show him that neatness and
order will help him to get good results in almost anything
he does.
Mental Readinesso

If an inventory test discloses a

definite lack of ability and there is no explanation~ such
as an underprivileged environment, other tests should be
considered in an effort to locate the cause.

If the child is

mentally retarded or has low intelligence, he will need
specia.l consideration if he is going to make a desirable
adjustment to the number program.2
Educational Readiness.

Educational readiness is to

a certain extent dependent upon all the other factors of
readiness.

The child cannot develop habits of attention,

learn to follow direction, accept classroom routine, and
work with others unless he is physically and emotionally
adjusted to the situation.

In addition to these general areas

of readiness the child needs a. specific background of experiences related to arithmetic.

A broad vocabulary,. varied

experi.ences, and familiarity with arithmetical words and
terms a.re a part of an enriched background.
If the children have enjoyed a well-rounded readiness
program in kindergarten, the first grad~ teacher will find

2w. A. Brownell, et al., Arithmetic in Grades I and II~
(Durham, North Carolina: Duke University-Press, 1911.t-T,p": 23
0

that all four areas of readiness have been taken into consideration.

Children who have not had this advantage must be

provided with a comparable experience.

However, the six-year-

old first grad er has gained in mental and physical maturity
which will help him to grasp the idea and make the adjustment
more quickly than the five-year~old kindergarten pupil.
sys t ems which

ao

In

not include kindergarten, the first grade

teacher must expect to spend some extra time on preparc.tory
activities.
In this preparatory program the work with numbers may
at first be entirely incidental.
will be:

The immediate objectives

( 1) to have the children learn to play and work

together, (2) to develop the children's confidence in their
ability to do school_,work 1 (3) to teach the children to listen,

(4) to teach the children to follow directions, (5) to
provide an enriched program of experiences, and (6) to broaden
their understanding through building vocabulary and enriching
word meanings.3
Developing Number Understanding.
Before a program of the teaching of addition and
subtraction should begin, the pupils ought to have a good
background in concepts.

In developing number concepts the

3Agnes Gunderson and George Hollister, Teaching
Arithmetic in Grades 1 and 2 (Boston• D. c. Heath and
Company, 1954), p. 607 •
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teacher should utilize all number opportunities that arise in
childrenrs daily living.

Advantage should be taken of the

children's pre-school experiences with numbers and those they
may have had within the classroom.

It is of great importance

that everything that is taught has meaning if number concepts
are to be developed.
The ·teacher should study the nature and extent of
individual differences among the pupils~

When children first

come to school, some will be able to count and others will
not.

Some will understand the maning of each number from 1

to 10 and others will have only a vague understanding of
their meanings.4

The efficient teacher will immediately

become aware of these differences and begin working with
each ch i ld on his own level of maturity.
The opportvni ties which the children have at home
and in their neighborhood are reflected in their understanding of facts presented at school.

It is in the classroom that

environmental deficiences should be adjusted, as far as
possible.

The teacher must ascertain which pupils are in

need of an enriched program.

If the child has had many

opportunities at home or in the neighborhood to become aware
of the meaning of numbers, if he has had many playthings or

4
Marie Co Prichard, How to Teach Arithmetic in the
Primarx G ~ (New York: Columbia University Press, 1940),
PPo 107-109.

has been permitted to purchase articles at the store, his
unde:rstanding of numbers in relation to counting and using
the number facts is much greater than if such experiences
has been limited.

Too often, the primary pupils 1 background

of facts are inadequate for work to be undertaken.

Morton5

reports a summary of studies made by Buckingham and Maclatchy,
to ascertain just the number abilities pupils have before
formal work is undertaken.

It was found that the abili t)r

to count by rote rationally predominated, others were able
to anm•1er correctly verbal problems in which the easier
combinations were used and many had an elementary knowledge
of money, times, and measu~es.
The experience has a lot of bearing upon the progress

made by pupils.

Children must be given the opportunity to

use numbers extensively in order to gain a considerable
understanding~

To attain this the teacher must avail herself

of every occasion that arises to bring number experiences to
the pupilrs attention.
number exp0rience.

Counting is the first fundamental

At first, this must be done through the

use of objects--things which he can feel and seeo

Counting

should be done in as many different ways as possible; numerous
activities should be utiljlizedo

Counting familiar objects

is meaningful and is called rational counting6

School

On the other

~obert L~ Morton, Teach~ng Arithmetic in the Elementary
(New York:: Silver Burgett Compani;°l942)--;-i) 56
0
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hand a recital of word numbers is rote counting.

After the

pupils have mastered counting by ones, then counting by
two's and tents should be undertakeno

This is done best by

counting concrete objects, pictures, then semi-concrete
method of using dots and circles, and finally by abstract
,,

countingo°

Counting by 10 1 s helps the pupils to get a defi-

nite idea of the number system.

After the child has advanced

from the concrete to the abstract, in counting, he should be
able to recognize the number of objects in small groups.
This will be more easily accomplished if the objects are
arranged in a definite pattern~

Flashing pictures and

calling for an immediate response will help in developing
the ability.
Great care should be exercised by the teacher from the
beginning in planning what she will do and what she will say
in the teaching of the number serieso

The pupils have to

vnderstand the meaning of the terms and not confuse them;
ordinal and cardinal numbers.

The teacher should see that

they have these terms clearly in their minds.

Cardinal

numbers tell how many, -as five, nine, and twelve articles,
while ordinals indicate positionsc
In presenting each of the one-hundred addition facts,
there must be counting to give the facts meaning.
should be a quick response.

Later there

Both forms of the combination

4o
should be shown,the six articles and the five articles, and
they should find for themselves that the answer is elevene
Just as soon as they grasp the meaning of 6 plus
fact 6 plus

5,

the

5 should be given, since number facts do not

change.
In grasping the meaning of numbers, the child passes
through several stages of learning.
purely concrete stage.

First, there is the

The child deals with objects, people,

and animals, when he encounters with numbers in school.

His

instruction should deal with objects such as colored blocks
and money.

Classroom objects are also good to use, for

example, desk, chairs, crayons, pencils, and books.

The

more colorful the objects the more attrac t ive they will be to
the pupils.

From the concrete or object phase of the numbers,

the next step that follows closely is the picture stage.
Pictures of the family boys and girls, toys, animals, fruits,
vegetables, furniture, and many other items should be listedo
These are to be utilized in the same way as the objects were
used.

The third step is the semi-concrete, that is, the use

of dots and squares.7
Clark, Otis, and Hatton listed a similar number of
steps and designated them as: (1) recognizing the various
groups of objects and becoming aware that they differ as to
the number; (2) appreciation of two-ness and three-ness of
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objects; (3) learning the names of the numbers and their
order; and (4) learning the numbers from one to ten as a
series apart from objects.

The picture stage and the semi-

concrete stage lend themselves to learning 2,

5, 9,

and so

on, as being able to represent any of different objects. 8
M,dition and Subtraction in the First Grade
As adequate number understanding is established~ a
planned program for building the fundamental arithmetic
skills is essential.

The arithmetical experiences that

should be planned for first-grade pupils will depend upon
several factors.

The most important ones are:

(1) their

out-of-school daily experiences; (2) their mental maturity;

(3) their interest in activities involving numbers; and

(4) the extent to which the pupils have already acquired
number ideas.

There are many activities with which pupils

should have · frequent contact, before entering into a program
involving addition and subtractione9
Counting is considered one of the most important
activities.

Some children who have gone to kindergarten

before becoming first-grade pupils will be able to do rote
counting to

25 or 30 and rational counting to 20.

After

determining what children are able to do, the teacher should
8

Jol_m R. ~lark, Arthur S. Otis, and Caroline Hatton,
Primar~ Arithmetic Through Experiences (New York: McGrawHill Company, 1940), p. 23.
.

9Morton, QQ• ,ill., p.

265.

be expected to set

up

definite goals for counting.

The

typical pupils may learn to count objects as far as this
skill is required in his activities.

As the pupil becomes

better acquainted with the number system, he may learn rote
counting to 100 ..
It is very essential that many opportunities be
provided for, using ordinals and recognizing numbers in
small groups.

Pupils who ca..~ count as well as the average

pupil, can, when they enter the first grade,. be ready for
experiences, which require the use of some of the easier
compinations.

This does not mean that the teacher must begin

to work on addition and subtraction with such pupils as soon
as they start to school.

However, as number experiences get

underway and the ability of the pupil becomes known, opportunities for using some of the easier combinations should be
startedolO
Measurement of time should include the following:
days of the month, and months of the year; terms such as
yesterday, today, tomorrow, and important dates and birthdays
of the pupils.

Liquid measurement should also give attention

to pint, quart, and the

CUPe

First grade pupils should learn to recognize the more
common coins and their interrelationship.

10

.
Ibid., pp. 80-90 ..

They will include

the one cent or penny, the nickel, dime, and the quarter. 11
There should be frequent opportunities to make comparisonso
These will lead to the use of such words as larger, smaller,
bigger, fewer, taller, shorter, and longer.
Through observation of the out-of-school activities of
the fir st grade pupil's work, it was found that many numberexperiences were included in their activities.

They make

puxchases in stories, they play games involving counting;
they read materials in finding page numbers; they divide
candy, fruit, and cookies with other playmates; they deposit
money in their toy bank and they sing songs and say recita~
tions involving numbers.
The steps and procedures for teaching addition and
subtraction are as follows:.

(1) Use of concrete objects to find the sum or
difference. There should be available, preferably
on a supply table, a variety of objects and materials
with which to work. These objects should be readily
accessible to the teacher and pupils alike. The
subjects will be familiar in that the children have
learned the names of these objects during their
~ language class period.12
The teacher takes the initiative in this fashion:
Teacher: "How many spoons do you see?" (At which
time she selects 4 plastic spoons and calls on
the same pupil).

llibid., pp. 102-104.
12
Han?book for Directing the Reading Program, Primary
~ Intermediate Levels
(Kingsville Public School. Kingsville, Texas, September, 1952), pp. 22-24.
'
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Pu:g_il:

nr see 4- spoons.,n

Teacher: nHow many spoons do you see now?tt (with
the other hand the teacher picks up one more
spoon and calls on the same pupil).
Puoil:

nr

see one spoon. 11

Teacher: ttHow many spoons do you see?n (At which
-time the teacher puts them together but keeps
them clearly wisible so they may be counted).
Punil: n1 see 5 spoons en (Child may readily see
that 4 spoons and 1 spoon are 5 spoons because
group flash cards containing 5 objects have
been used freely previous to the introduction
of the number fact.
Teacher:

'fJ.i'our spoons and one spoon are five spoons e tt

The teacher goes over the same number process with

another pupil.

After the child has responded with the

correct answer the teacher asks the pupil:
one spoon are how many spoons?"

The pupil's response should

be in a complete sentence pattern:
spoon are five spoons."

"Four spoons and

1'Four spoons and one

1

In a similar manner, the children

are lea to state that 1 and 4 are

5,

using pencils, scissors,

erasers, table:ts, marbles, toys, books 7 etc.

The teacher

then proceeds to present the corresponding subtraction facts:

-i
-~13
-Teacher: nHow many erasers do you see?
picks up 5 erasers).

(Teacher

Pupil: 1twhat do I do with one eraser? (Teacher picks
up 5 erasers). ("Places one on the desk).
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ur see 5 erasers.n

Teacher::
Pu:gi;L:

ttYou put 1 eraser on the desk. n

Teacher: HHow many erasers are left?" (Teacher
holds up four erasers for the entire group
to see).
Pupil:

UThere are 4- erasers leftcn

Teacher:

Five erasers, take away one eraser are
how· many erasers?n

Pu.oil~

-=

11

Five erasers take away one eraser are

11

four erasers. n

In like manner the combination
presented.

5,

take away 4-, is

The pupil has already become accustomed to

the teacher.n

11

being

At this time the teacher may call on the pupil

and say, "John, you may be the teacher. n

John walks to the

table and selects any of the articles he may wish to use.
He then proceeds in the same manner as the teacher did in

the presentation of the number facts.

The teacher will

guide him and see that he uses the correct number of objects
needed to make his illustrationcl4
A number seat.work assignment which involves the new
number fact is a good way to sum up this step, sometimes
blackboard assignments and hectograph copies that utilize
basic vocabulary are good.

This first step in -the develop-

ment of a number fact should be started the first day of the
week in order to complete the fact by the end of the week.
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(2) Represent the fact by means of picturesc Since
one learns a thing by meeting it in many different
meaningful situationsi pictures have a peculiar
superiority all their own. It is true .that pictures
do not lend themselves to personal manipulation by
the child in the ordinary sense, but they offer
many wide ranges and interesting experiences.15
By

the way of review, however, the teacher should

proceed as she did on Monday with a few concrete illustrations of the new number fact introduced.

Group counting

pict1..,res lend themselves readily to objectified situations
illustrating the new facts presented Monday ..

This second

step in the development of a number fact should be presented
Monday.
( 3) Represent the fact by means of semi-concrete
objects .. The 0 picture stage 11 is extended, later,
to include number representation in the form of
circles, lines, dots, triangles, and the like,
representing numbers. Such representations are
concrete but not in the way or to the extent that
pictures of familiar objects are concreteel6
(4) Present the abstract symbol. The next distinct
phase in the development of the understanding and
use of arithmetic combinations and process is the
introduction of the abstract symbols themselves.
The abstract symbols are tied closely to the
number facts are to be identified by the child
through the process for perceptual discoveryol7

At this stage the child is led to realize the number
symbol nl_i., n let us say, represents the same as the four
objects used in the picture of four objectsc
the symbol

n1n

In like manner

means the same as one object used in the

l5Ibid., p. 4-2 o
16 Ibid., p. 43.

1 7Morton,

.Q.12•

cit., p. 39.
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picture of one object.

He sees that the illustrations depict

the combination that 4 objects of a kind and 1 more object
of the same kind a.re 5 objects of a kind.
he sees that the symbol

11

In like manner-J

511 means the same as the whole of

the four objects and one object used in illustrating the

number facto

The presentation of the abstract symbol should

come on Tuesday.

This, of course, in with the answer showno

( 5) 'Present the abs tract symbol without the
answer-., It is common practice on Friday to
include any number with the new addition and
subtraction facts presented during the current
week.18
The pupil has mastered a basic fact in addi tione

':.men

he has the following knowledge and abilities~

(1) He can represent the fact with concrete objects.
(2) He knows that addition means putting numbers
together.

(3) He can reproduce the fact promptly a.nd
confidently by dramatization, by a marker, or an
abacus,,
(4) He discovers that interchanging the position of

the numbers does not change the sum •.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES IN i'Ju:t-IBER READUIESS PROCESS

Arithmetic by its very nat1..1re particularly lends
itself to social treatment.

It is the nmeans by which we

mea.su.re, divide, and master the facts of life; u its various

Phases furnish a skelton outline for the economic organiza18rbid., p. 88.
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tion of the modern world; and when taught by the groupproject wethod of the socialized recitation, it equals any
subject in the curriculum as a developer of social qualities,
habits and idealsc
In the first place, instruction is by means of
creative group activity~

Number work during the first year

must be largely incidental, number names and symbols being
acquired imitatively through rhythm, songs, games, rhymes,
and dramatization; and counting and grouping and comparison
being developed through games or classroom situations where
a real need for such processes act1..1a.lly arise.
The effectiveness of the work will be further

enhanced if arithmetic is only one phase of a constructive
activity carried on throughout the day and used as the basis
for class work in other subjects as well.

The social activities

listed on the following page may be made by the class
during the band work period, or the manual work of the pupil
for the day may be the care of the doll house, grocery store 1
etc.

The language lesson, weather reading, writing, or

spelling may be founded on the grocery price or order blank.
All is part of one interesting occupation; all is real; all
is life ..

After having searched for a solution to the problem
set forth; to use readiness in number work as a means of the
child's social development, the ·writer was concerned -with

TABLE I

FIRST GRADE CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES CARnIED ON IN NUMBER
WORK EXPER IENCBS AS A MEA1'1S OF SOCIAL DEVELOPM.ENI'

Item

Often

Seldom

Science Corner

70

10

8

Libra,ry- Corner.

70

14

4

Rhythm Band

4-3

6

39

Cooperative Mu.rals

43

3

42

Handicrafts (paper folding,
weaving, sewing cards, etc.)

68

10

10

Scheel Garden

46

9

10

Caring for Plants

62

8

18

Classroom Monitors

86

2

0

Teach ers Helpers (handling
materia.ls, etc~)

82

6

0

Lunch Preparations

70

16

2

Stories, poems~ songs

86

2

0

Safety Activities

88

0

0

Dramatization

88

0

0

88

0

0

84

2

2

Omit

Parti:s:

Halloween, Thanksgiving,
Christmas, Valentine, Easter and
Birthdays

The Use of Transportational

Activities
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TABLE I (continued)
FIRST GRADE CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES CARRIED ON IN Nill1IBER
WORK EXPERIENCES .AS A MEANS OF SOCIAL DEVELOPME:NT
Often

Seldom

Omit

Puppet Show

52

19

17

Baking

22

12

54·

Selling Stamps

24-

10

54

Caring for Pets

58

14

16

Constructing a Doll House

52

14

22

The Clock Game

88

0

0

The Use of Calendar

85

3

0

Flaying Counting Games

88

0

0

Constructing Toys

58

25

5

Play Store

84

1

3

Item
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the reactions to the problem of a fellow colleague.

In order

to do this, a survey form was designed and passed out to
sixty-three first-grade teachers~
There was a check-list of twenty five activities that
could be used for social development in number work.

The

teachers made a check if they used these activities for social
development often, seldom, or- never.

Eighty-six per cent of

these activities were checked Hoften; 11 thirty-six

.12.§..I.:

cent

were least used for social development.
On the following page there is a list of the tabt1.lated
activit:i.es that were used for social development in teaching
first-grade number work.

These ~rnre checked by eighty-eight

first-grade teachers.

Activities listed are of value to the first-grade
teachere

However 1 time and over-crowded conditions would

eliminate the use of some of the activities such as gardening.

For first grade teachers who have ha.a little or- no experience
j_n baking, and in a puppet show presentation, it would seem
that the use of these activities would be advanta.geous.

Most

colleges offer courses in which these social activities are
taught.

Two of these courses are~

The Teaching of Language

Arts and the Teaching of Art for the Elementary Teachere
A list of the social activities most frequently used
by the first-grade teachers in the thirty-nine schools for

socj_al development in number work will be found in Table II.
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T.ABLE II
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES MOST FREQUENTLY USED FOR
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN NUMBER WORK BY
THE FIRST-GRADE TEACHERS IN
THE THIRTY-NINE SCHOOIS

Item

Number

Parties

88

Clock Game

88

Counting Game

88

Stories, Poems, Songs

86

Classroom Monitors

86

Use of Calendar

85'

Play Store

81+

Transportational Activities

84

Teacher's Helpers

82
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Parties.

All first-grade children enjoy parties.

The class may give a party for friends and include necessary
preparations for the number to be included.
must be placed?
cups and saucers?

How many plates

How many napkins will be needed?

How many

If bread and butter plates are used, how

many plates in all will be used?

How many chairs are needed?

The aolls , are allowed to dine with the girls?

If two spoons

are put at each plate bow many spoons will it take?

This

type of social activity will give the children an oppor-tunity
to work together and learn their number work.
The Clock Gamec

The children can play a game in which

they set the hands of the clock at a certain time and then,
showing it to the classt say "This is the same time I go to
bed.

What time is it?tt or

begins.,

What time is it?"

This. is when my Sunday School

11

Or, the teacher may write the

hour on the board and have each child show it on his clock ..
As a supplementary activity a group of the children may use
their clocks to make an exhibit~

Each child sets the hands

of his clock at a certain time, prints the hour on a piece

of paper below it, and then draws a picture, or cuts one from
a magazine to illustrate an activity suitable to the hour.
Counting Game.

Exercises in rote counting may be

used to help teach the number names and to establish an
idea of sequence.

Children enjoy saying nursery rhymes for

their rhythm and sound.

The pleasure derived from such

activities will facilitate learning.

This old favorite is

likely to be known by many of the children:.
1,

2,

3,

4,

5;

I caught a bird alive;

I let him go again.
If the pupils perform the action by running forward
five little steps as they count to five and by pretending

that they catch a bird as they say the next phrasef they
will be utilizing kinesthetic sensations in the learning
process.

Running five steps back to their original places

before they release the imaginary bird completes the game.
p...,_11other verse of the same type may also be enacted;
1,

2,:

3,:

4o

Mary, will you close the door?

5,

6,

7,

8,

Bobby, will you shut the gate? Stories"

Story situations like the following could be

told or dramatized and the numbers written on the board.
Mary's mother gave her some cookies. There were
two for Sue, two for Kay, and two for Mary.. How
many cookies were there in all?
John,. Billy, and Tommy went fishing. John
caught two fish, Tommy caught two fish--How many
fish in all were caught?
S.ong:

One, two, buckle my shoe;
Three, four, shut the door;
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Five, sixi pick up sticks;
Seven, eight 1 lay them straight;
Nine, ten, a big fat hen.
Clq§_~~Q.!!!

M,Q.:gJ:t.,Qr~ and Teacg§L:.§. Bel£.§!.~•

These

monitors and helpers can help the teacher with her daily
attendance record.

The teacher says:

nr

must know how many

children I have in my family, and how many are here each
day.,

~•,lj_ll you help me? 11 She might proce0d further by making

such statements and raising such questions as, n1et's count

to see if any have failed to come today.,
in my family if all are at home •
here today?

I have twenty-two

.Are there any who are not

Each child stands as he is counted and so remains

1Ll1.til t he counting is completed.

The children join in the

counting as soon as they are able to do so.

The children

standing (four) help to fix in mind the size of the number
groups represented by the number names, and the child is able
to get some idea of the increasingly larger groups represented
·by the higher number names.

After a day or two, some of the

group can cou..~t at least a part of the number present.

Permit

the children to count as far as they can, repeating the work
daily until

all the class can count the entire group.

Transoortational Activities.

Children enjoy visiting

the zoo, the farm, the park, and the dairy~

After visiting

these different places the children may decide they want to
play a game, a dairy game.

In playing this dairy game they

may us e water for milk, let them play they are milkmen
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bottling the milk before starting out on their route.
1.

Fill as many pints as it takes to make a gallone

4 ..

5.

pints as it takes to make one half gallon.

Fill as many
Fill as many

6.

pints as it takes to make one fourth gallon.
many pints as it takes to make a quart.

Fill as

Use empty milk

bottles in one half pints, pint, and quart sizes.
a small wire basket such as millrmen use.

for the milk with paper coin.,

makes change.
customers.

Fill

3. Fill as

as many quarts as it takes to make a gallon.
many pints as it takes to malrn two gallons.

2.,

Carry in

The customer pays

The milkman when necessary

The class may make tickets to be sold to the

The milkman passes up and down the aisles (streets)

of the schoolroom delivering the milk.
First Customer;

11

I wish one pint of milk.,

Milkmau: 11 Very well, eight cents, please.
Received ten cents; change, two cents. 11
SecQ_nd Customer:
Mi 7 kman:

nr want a quart of milk. 11

Twenty-five cents, please. 11
(make change), etce
11

When the milkman has completed his deliveries, the
group checks up the sales, finding how much was sold in pints,
in quarts, and in half pints, also the price of each.
Use of Calendar~

Almost every home has a calendar

prominently displayed for handy reference.

The child has

gro\om up noticing that the adults in the home frequently

consult it as they play day-by-day activities.

By the time
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the ch:i.ld is ready for school, he is usually aware that the
calendar helps us in keeping a record of events passed and
in locating the dates of those to come.
Learning how to use the calendar in school also serves
as practice and review in reading and writing numbers.
Therefore, the first presentation of this material may be
planned to coincide with that phase of the arithmetic program
in which the children are learning to recognize and write
the number symbols to 300

Locating dates on the calendar

will give practice in recognizing the figures and in learning
number sequence.

Writing in the number on a blank calendar

will give practice in making the figures.
Since the weather is a topic of general interest to
all, a weather recording project lends itself to a study of
the calendar.

The teacher might introduce the subject by a

discussion of reasons why people are so interested in the
weather and of the way in which weather reports are given ..
A child might suggest that sometimes pictures are used to
show the kind of weather to expect.
Pl'1:l store.

To afford an opportunity for working with

money in varying amounts, a small collection of items, which
may be found in the local stores, should be obtained for
play store activities.

Pictures may be substituted for the

actual article if necessary.

Such a collection might include

spools of thread, pins, pencils, soap, empty boxes from
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flavored gelatin or puddings, hair clips, Kool-aid, gum,
wrapped candy, and a toy or two.

All of these items may be

purchased for less than a dime each.

The actual cost may be

shown by a price tag, or in the case of pictures, by a price
mark written below the article.

The children may select and

count the coins required to buy each item.

For things such

as a large spool of thread costing eight cents they should
show that either eight pennies or a nickel and three pennies
may be used.
The children enjoy playing store and a repetition of
the experiences is usually welcomed.

Adjustments to the

abilities of the pupils should be made.

For example, the

older child can buy more than one thing, add the amount, and
figure the change, while younger children's purchases should
be limited to one article for which they have the exact
amount of money.
Buying activities may be represented on work sheets
by showing pictures of articles and of coins.

The pupils

underline or make a cross on the coins required to pay for
the article.

In general discussion, members of the class

may name other coins which might be used.

For instance,

someone may suggest that three nickels might be used in place
of a dime and a nickel in buying an article which costs
fifteen cents, and others may suggest various combinations
using a nickel an9 pennies or a dime and five pennies.
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Table III shows the social activities least used for
social development in number work by first-grade teachers in
the thirty-nine schoolso

In the first grade these social acti-

vities can be of great use to both teacher and pupils for the
social development in number work.
Salling stampsc

A play post office at Halloween,

Thanksgiving, Christmas, St. Valentine, Easter, and Motherfs
Day will permit the sale of make believe stamps for mailing
the cards through the schoolroom post office.

Gummed labels

or gummed paper may be cut and colored to use for stamps.
These social activities can be rich from both the mathematical
and social points.

This activity can also be associated

closely with the regular curriculum and serve as a means of
giving many valuable experiences, not only in arithmetic,
but also in other areas, such as reading, language, arts,
social studies, and industrial arts.
Baking.

The children may decide that they want to

play a bakery game, and have a price list as follows:
Price List
Apple Pie

10 cents

Cookies (small)

1 cent

Cookies (large)

2 cents

Doughnuts
Tarts

3 cents
5 cents

Crackers

½ cent
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TABLE III
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES LEAST US.ED FOR SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT IN NUMBER WORK BY
FIRST-GRADE TEACHERS IN
THE THIRTY-NINE SCHOOLS

Item

Number

Selling Stamps

24

Baking

22

School Garden

46

Cooperative Murals

43

Film Strips

40

Rhythm Band

43
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10 cents

Bread

4 cents

Cup cakes

Cut large paper pies from drawing paper.

look realistic with crayola touchers.

Make them

Cut and sell pies in

halveso
Use such problems as:
lo

·what will one-half of a pie cost?

2e

What will one-half of a plain cake cost'?

3.

What will one-half dozen cookies cost?

For this activity the first grade children will need

the cooperation of the Home Economics teacher for the use of
the kitchen.
activityo

The first-grade teacher will supervise in this

The children will learn to work with each other

ana learn their number "7ork0
School Gardene

A sand table may be used to good

advantage to test the children I s ability to make real measurements accurately without aid.

Garden plans may be discussed

and board drawings made to give ideas to children who have
not seen garden plants and have not been initiative in planning one.
slavishlyc

The board plans, however, should not be copied
Each of the four or six children who can easily

work at the table should be permitted to use his imagination
and originality in arrangement.

One-inch colored pegs can

be used nicely for the vegetables.

Use red pegs for radishes,

orange pegs for carrots, green pegs for onions, plain pegs for
celery, green pegs for beans, yellow pegs for parsnips, etce
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Garden Problems
A.

B.

Dictated Measurements
1.

Mark out two furrouws two-feet long and three
inches apart for planting radishes.

2.

Make three furrows two-feet long and three
inches apart for onions.

3o

Make five furrows two-feet long and three
inches apart for celery.

Problems mad0 from garden plans worked out by the children
on the sand table.

1.

Louise planted four rows of carrots and three
rows of radishes., How many rows of carrots
and radishes did she plant?

2e

Ruth planted two rows of onions and three
rows of celery. How many rows of both did she
plant?

3. John planted five rows of cabbage and four rows
of onions.

How many rows did John pla.~t?

Cooperative Mural.

This social activity should be

of interest to all first-grade pupils because it helps them
in creative expression.

The first-grade pupils will enjoy

drawing different animals and having them put on the wall in
the classroom.
There are some classrooms which are too small for this
kind of social activity, but those that are large enough
should be included in teaching number work.

ffim Strips.

Most children in the first-grade enjoy

looking at films that are on their level.

Every first-grade

teacher should have films which relate to number work.

If

the school does not have filmstrips the teacher should
discuss this matter ,vi th her principal to let him know how
important it is to ha~e filmstrips on each grade levele
Rhythm

~e

It is important for every first-grade

teacher to know public school music, because she can do
much in teaching first-grade children music and by organizing
a rhythm band.

A rhythm band is simply a group of children,

each using a percussion instrument.

With these they beat

out the rhythm which they feel in a certain piece of music;
should be spontaneous arid purely for enjoyment.

In the

rhythm band, all the children play at once; only those

instruments that ttbelong 11 or that express the correct
meaning are used.

In the rhythm band all the children have

turns playing all instrumBnts ..

The children plan together

which instruments they should play for the various parts of
ita

As a child

11

hearsn perhaps the castanets, he is invited

to play them, a.s he feels they are needed.

As with all other

rhythmic response to music, the greatest value lies in the
child's following out his own'- interpretations and feelings.

CHAPTER IV
DEVELOPING SOCIAL PHASES OF NUMBER WORK
In this chapter the chief emphasis is devoted to the
social phase of arithmetic.

The following pages give a

description of three activities to show how the social
applications of numbers may be introduced.

In these units

the mathematical· phase of arithmetic also is well represented.
The following are expected outcomes related to the
social phase of number work:
1.

Understanding of the process of measurement and
skill in the use of instruments of precision.

2.

Knowledge about the development and social
significance of such institutions as money,
taxation, banking, standard time, and measurement.

3.

Knowledge of the kinds and sources of information
essential for intelligent buying and selling and
for general economic competence.

4.

Understanding of the quantitative vocabulary
encountered in reading, in business affairs, and
in social relations.

5.

Appreciation of the contribution numbers have
made to the development of social cooperation
and to science.

6.

Ability and disposition to secure and utilize
reliable information in dealing with emerging
personal and community problems.l

.
lLeo J. 3?rueckner and Foster E. Grossnickle, Making
A~ithmetic Meaningful (Chicago: The John c. Winston Co.,
1 ., 52), p. 3.

·

Activities used in teaching first-grade children
number work:

SeJ~lin,g_ Stamps--A First-Grade Unit$2

A first-grade

class was studying about various community helpers.

The

postman and his functions were selected for study in December.
Many questions were raised by
investigated.
numerous.

the children which then were

The questions about stamps were especially

The teacher decided to devote much time to this

phase of the subject because it was rich in the uses of
numbers.
The major question about which the discussion focused
was,

11

what do they do with the money we pay for stamps?"
Under the guidance of the teacher, the children

explored this topic.

A collection was made of the kinds of

stamps usually purchased, including 1-cent, 2-cent~ 4-cent,
air-mail stamps and special delivery stamps.

As an out-

growth of the discussion of stamps, the teacher and the class
decided to sell the stamps to the children in the school for
mailing Christmas Cards, letters, and packagese

The following

activities took place:
1.

A list was made of the stamps to be sold, giving
the number of each kind.

2Unit taught by Verna Denny, Tuttle School, Minneapolis,
Minnesota.
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2.

A loan was secured from the school activities
fund on a request to the principal. The sources
of the fund were discussed.

3.

A group of the children went with the teacher to
a near-by post office to buy the stamps.

4. A post office booth was prepared and placed in
the hall near the classroom.
advertisements were made.

Posters and some

5.

Pupils were selected to serve as salesmen.
Emphasis was placed on the need for careful
accurate workers. Lists of prices for up to
nine (9) stamps of each kind were prepared.

6.

The salesmen needed practice in counting and
making change. l-1any children who wished to be
salesmen also practiced making change, using
toy money.
At the end of each sa.le s period a list was made
on the board of the stamps sold and of the amount
of money.

8.

The use of the ~ostal sales became necessary to
determine the c~st of mailing a letter.
The factors affecting the cost of mailing a letter
were discussed, including its weight, the distance
it was to be sent, and the class of mail.

10.

The function of insurance, registered mail, and
special delivery also were discussed. The
schedules of mail collections in the mail box at
the corner were examined. The duties of the nostman, bis salary and his qualifications also were
briefly discussed. Many stories about the postman
were read.

11.

The class made a trip to the central post office
where the process of collecting and distributing
mail was explained to them. ·

12.

Considerable ti:lle was spent in bringing together
data needed to answer the question with which the
unit of work began.
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The outcome s of t his unit we re rich and varied.

The

children had many enriched experiences with t he uses of
numbe rs i n a s ocia l en t e r pr ise.

They le a r ned through direct

conte ct much va lua ble i nfor mation about the p os t office, the
functions of stamp s, a nd the use ~a de of t he :no~ey paid for
them .

They had conside r ab l e prsctice in coun ting, re ad ing,

and.wr iting numbe rs, making cha n ge, we i ghing, listin g numbers,
co:nparing amoun t s, see i n g relations hi ps, and usin g s i ~p l e
numbar op e rations .

The pa rticipation in the acti v ities

prov:i.ded val.DB ble s ocia l tra i n i ng .
'de s

2

The nee d of ca re ful

1phc;.;_;::Jzed by the f a. c t t ha t e a ch day t here

1

to s how that the ir wo r k was cor rect.

T_._122

8

•:J'J r l'.:

checli::

The consideration of

t he p l a ce of the p ost office in the social process gave t hem
Et

gl i:nmering of the insight in the operations of the social

order and an acquaintance with a major governmental activity.
The info rmation about t he vast network of services paid for
with the money spent for stamps was a revelation to the
children.
· It is obvious that in this . unit both the mathe matical
and the social phases of arithmetic were considered in a
well rounded integrated way.

The activity was associated

closely with the regular curriculum and served as a me ans
of giving many valuable experiences, not only in arithmetic,
but also in other areas, such as; reading, language, the
social studies, and industrial arts.
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Solving a Problem in Science--A First-Grade Unit.3
The following problems arose from first grade pupils in the
science lesson:

'
Are the days longer
or shorter now than

they were in June?

'i/.Jha~ changes are t here in the length of

the day throughout the year?

The teacher at once sensed

the possibility of a rather extended study by the children
of an interresting natural phenomenon.

Although correct

answers were given to both questions by several children,
none of them could give dependable erroneous concepts.
In the course of the year from September to June,
data were gathered and analyzed from time to time be a ring
on the problem.

The following activities were carried on:

1.

A daily record was kept of the time when the
sun rose and when it set each day.

2.

The librarian showed the pupils that the data
needed were in the World Almanac. This source
was consulted frequently. Many interesting
stories were read about various aspects of the
topic.

3.

The data needed locally were discovered in the
weather report in the newspaper. Different
pupils brought in the data each Monday for the
preceding· Saturday and Sunday. The times given
in the newspaper were compared constantly with
those in the World Almanac. Several enterprising
children attempted to check the time by direct
observation of the sunrise and the sunset.

4.

The data were recorded in a chart like the one
below which gives the data for part of October.

3stokes, QQ• cit., p. 219.
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Report for October
Sunset

Change

Sunrise

Change

1

5:55

1

5:43

1

2

5:56

1

5:42

1

3

5:56

1

5:40

2

Date

II

It

II

II

II

30

6:30

1

5:58

1

31

6:31

1

4: 56

2

5. The children had to learn to read the time as

recorded by the teacher each day. Later, selected
pupils wrote the numbers in the proper spaces.

6.

By

7.

By counting they were able to find the total
changes each month. They learned to ignore zero
in the column in counting.

8.

By

9.

The children learned to use a clock face to show
the time of sunrise and sunset and the change of
time o In less than two weeks, they· were able to
tell time with a clock face with Arabic Numbers.
Then the teacher began to use a clock face with
Roman Numerals which also were quickly mastered.

10.

counting, the children were able to find the
change in the time from day to day. In December,
it was necessary to use zero to indicate that there
was no change.

counting the change in time of sunrise and
sunset, they found the total change in the length
of each day.

The changes in length of the day from month to
month; observed with keen interest and the
reversal in the trend in December was brought out.
The difference in the rate of change from month
to month was discovered. In October, the change
was 32 minutes in the morning and 44 minutes in
the afternoon. The children found the total
amount for the month by the use of a clock face.
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First they showed 32 ninutes after the hour;
then they moved the minute hand forward 40
minutes, counting 4 more by ones they reached
a uoint 16 minutes after the hour. In this
way, they discovered that there were 60 minutes
in an hour. They also later counted the number
of minutes in an hour, first by ones, then by
fives, and then by tens, using the clock face as
a guide.

11.

They also kept a record of the weather each day,
using the official government symbols for this
Purpose11 to show 11 clear day 11 11 fog 11 "wind II and
.
' bis
"rain;
each pupil kept a weather re cord in
own workbook from day to day. At the end of the
month, the children found the number of days for
each kind of weather.

'

'

The outcomes of this unit were rich for both the
mathematical and social points of view.
can readily be listed.
write numbers.

Valuable learnings

The children learned to read and

They practiced counting by ones, twos, fives

and some of its uses.
They learned how to use numbers to keep records of
experiences they had and to use symbols to describe observed
phenomena.

They learned the names of the months, the number

of minutes in an hour.

They learned to read the clock, to

tell time, to list data in a form of a table, and to
represent numerical data by means of a graph~
familiar with the works of the Weather Bureau.

They became
They also

learned how to work together with others and to assume
responsibility for assigned or self-chosen taskso
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Ca~ing_ for Pets--! First-Grade Unit. 4

Upon returning

to school after the Easter Vacation we discussed the things
various children had done during their holiday.

Two of the

children reported that their mothers had bought them baby
chicks for pets.

Each said, "got them at the hardware store."

Several of the children had seen the baby chicks in a
merchant 1 s window and said, "there were a lot of them, a
hundred, a thousand."

The discussion really began when the

two children were asked what they did with their pets.
questions were raised:
eat?

Do you feed them?

Do they drink water or milk?

Such

What food do they

Did all of them live?

How can children keep baby cbicks from dying?

This finally

led to the conclusion that all pets have to have proper care
to keep them well, just like people.
The following Monday, George came to school.

He had

been out to the farm on Saturday and his uncle told him
that he would let the children have a hen and some eggs, so
they could raise their own chicks.
to1,,m on Monday, he would bring them.

Since he was coming into
Then the children were

so exci tea; "Do chicks come from eggs?"

Where will we put

them, in the cloakroom or in the furnaceroom?
them on tbe floor?"

Will we put

George said, "We will have to get a

and make the hen a nest so she could pit on the eggs.

bo:x.

Nests

are made of straw or hay. 11 That was something the children
4stokes,

.QJ2. ..

cit., p .. 320.
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k.ne-w nothing about.

sit on the eggs?

11

The children asked, "Why must the hen
To keep the!ll warm, 11 said George, "Do you

have chicks that come from eggs?", several of the children
asked.

11

How long does it take?"

answer to this question.

George did not know the

He turned to the teacher for a

Seven days, a.nd 7 days and 7 days,

reply:

"That long?"

asked Harry.
The hens and the eggs arrived.

George's uncle told

us that the corner of the room would be a good place, and
that we had better put a wire fence around and over the nest
to protect her and also make her feel more safe, since all
the children would be around.
The eggs were placed in the nest.
Mary.

11

A dozen of course, 11 said John.

just like we get at the grocery store."
that this was right.
fence would do.

"How many?" asked
"It is a carton full
They all agreed

George asked his uncle what kind of a

He told us to buy some chicken wire at the

hardware store.
We solved the problem of bow much wire was needed by
drawing a plan on the floor.

Since it was to be in the

corner we would need only two sides and the top.

By measure-

ment we found we needed 9 ft. of the 3 ft. size and 5 ft. of
the 4 ft. size (checking: 9 ft~, have two parts, 5 ft. and

4 ft.).
9

-4

5
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HHow are we going to pay for these things, the wire,

the work, and the feed? 11 asked Rufus.
lengthy discussion--a real problem.

This led into a
Finally George, comment-

ing that he often ran an errand for a neighbor and got a
nickel for it, proposed that they- all try to earn a little
This was agreed upon~

moneyo

for the things?
the children.

But could we wait that long

This was a question in the minds of many of
They decided to see the merchant and fj_nd , out

how much money would be needed.,
solve the problem.

He helped Harry and George

The total bill would be $2.40; since

there are 30 chi.ldren~ if each boy and each girl earns eight
cents a piece that will be just right..

He would let them

have the things (give tbem enough nails) and they could pay

when they got the money together ..

Two days later, the

classroom was a workshop; boys sawing the strips of wood!
the janitor cutting the wire, boys and girls driving nails
and fastening the top so it would stay.,

The pen was movable

so a door was not needed.
All details completed, all plans made for feedj_ng and
water·ing the hen, the only thing left to do was to wait for

the baby chicks.

After three weeks they came~

developed little fellows; 3 eggs didn't hatch ..
the lack of proper heat?

The answer was,

11

Nine fully
Why, was it

:Maybe • 11

1

rrwhat do we do now, leave them in the nest?n asked

Harryo

"You are silly.,

They would die under the mama hen,

we must empty the box, and turn j_t on its side.

That will
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noh,

be their home, 0 said George.
chicks.
Lois.,

I see different colored

Let 1 s see how many of each color v1e have, tt said
They were classed several ways:

Nine chicks--3 brown,

3 almost black, and 3 yellow o
9

=i

3

~

9

9

-6
3

6

±3

3 + 3 + 3 = 9

9

As the activity progressed the children reported how
the money -was earned and what experiences they had in the
proper care of petsc

Such items as the necessity for clean

food, pur0 water, sunlight, fresh air, proper handling,
proper amount of food, and the combination in

6, 7, 8,

and

9 as above were the main things learned in the experience

with the chicks.,
Every chick lived, and when they grew to a size too
large for the classroom, they, along with the hen, were
returned to George's uncleo

CHAPrrtER V

reachi~g with understanding is important in teaching
arithmetic.

Teaching must be effective if adjustments are

to be 2.dequately made a :id the lear~er is to become a ·well1

2.djusted personality.

The teacher should be mindful that

wide range of learning experiences should be provided in
order that each child may have an opportunity for maximum development in the ttnderstandi:igs and applications
of the mathem~tical and social phases .
Ncmber York as a means of social development is the
teacher's obligation.

As she attempts to evaluate she

should have in mind, (1) the potentialities she recog~ized
when she first became acquainted ·w ith the children, and
(2) her originally proposed or vaguely estimated end

results.
The most widely u.sed procedures for teachj_ng !'.'lumber
work were as follows:
1.

The use of concrete objects, for exe,mple 1 blocks~

books, erasers, and pencils.
2.

Representation of facts by means of pictures.

3.

Fresentat:Lon of abstract symbols with the pictnres

or ans1•1ers.
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l+.

Fresentation of abstract symbols without answers.

If social development in numb~r work is taught by going
from the concrete to the abstract, the facts ~hich were
taL1.ght sho11ld be understood by the child.

In concl0sion, with what has been accomplished in
number work at this level, there must be evidence of:
1.

Social understandings--the what, the how, ani

the whe n of n.tJ.mbers in the qn2.nti tative of 'the environment.

2.

Social skills--the ~hat, the how, and the when

of a bilities to use numbers in daily living.
Mathematical understandings arid skills in thinking

through symbolizations--number and number relations separated
from social settings.
Evaluation of the pupils' progress is an essential
part of t he instructional activity.
ion is in.complete~

Without it, instruct-

It does :1ot take pla.ce at the end of

an experience of what the children are learning that guides
the teacher in directing the nxilllber program.

Dy continual

evaluation the teacher can have the assurance that the
procedures carried out in the classroom will be designed
to teach young children how to 11se meaningful ideas on
insightful learning.

Therefore, the teacher I s primary

importance is the development of the "whole child .. 11
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AFFKJDIX
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Age, 6 years 3 months

Female:

Speech, Hearing, Vision:
Handedness:

Right.

Physical Condition:

~ormal

Eye Dominance:

Right.

Good.

This child could not distinguish between 3 and 5
or 6 and 9.

She bad an incorrect mental image which made

it confusing for her to tr_y to read or to ·write these
nn.r nbers.

_\sking the children to point to or to shmv the

nLunber symbols which correspond to numbers helped me to

determine whether or not the child was making incorrect
associations bet·ween nL1...rnbers symbols and number names.

Proper help at this time was given to clarify her understanding of the meaning of the numbers as well as to correct

her writing errors.

.vi th this cl.ifficul ty she also did not

1

care to associate with the other girls.
In helping this child with her number work • . she was
'

placed at a table with several girls.

She was helped by

the kinesthetic feeling derived from tracing with her fingers
the form en a card followed by practice L1. drawit1g it 7
imagination, in the air or on the desk.

Seemingly, this

method helped the child to imprmre in her number work and
to i mprove in her social development.

Also the other girls

were helped by this method in their nm1ber work.
Female;

Age, 6 years 6 months.

Speech, Eefl_ring, Vision:

Normal
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Handedness:

Right.

Physical condition:

Good.

Tbis child wa.s having trouble with her addition.

I

asked the children if they would like to have a doll party.
Of course they wanted to have one; so I told each little
girl tc bring their dolls to the party the next day.
To get ready for the party the aext day this child
dressed her

11

mamma 11 doll and her

in her carriage.

11

baby 11 doll and put them

She then had 2 dolls in the carriage.

After that she dressed another doll and put that in the
carriage with the others.
for the party.

There were then 3 dolls re3dy

Next she dressed another baby doll, wrapped

it in its little blan..1.{et, 2.nd put it with the other dolls.
'J'he carriage then held i+ dolls..

Fi'.1.ally she thought about

another doll she had; so she dressed that one.,

~.'!hen she

put that one in the carriage, there were 5 dolls all ready
to go to school the next day.

But for some reason she decided

to take he1· dolls out and put them back in the carriage.
First she picks up her

11

mamma 11 doll and her

How me..ny dolls did she pick up? (2) ~

11

Baby doll."

She put these in the

carriage with another doll, then there were 3 dolls in the
carriage.

On top of them she placed another doll.

carriage the':1 held 4 dolls.
in the carriage.

The

She had o~e more doll to put

She put it in with the others, covered them

up snugly and nm,, ready for the doll party she had 5 dolls.,
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Female:

Age 6 yea~s 7 Monthso
Normal.

Handedness:

Right.

Eye Domina~ce:

Phy sical Condition:

Healthy Child.

Right.

Very happy, well behaved child at school during the
greater part of t he first grade.
progress in her number work.

This child made very slow

Could co uc1t up to ten, but

couldn't remember what co~es after

5, 7, or 9.

As

she

began to realize she was not keeping up with the other
child ren in he~ class, she began to lose interest in arithmetic.

Later I learned that the child was punished at home

when.ever she co uld not :rememb2r her ,1u.mber ·work.

'I'h.is .;ave

the li tt le child the idea that she would be p J.n:lshed if
1

she co1Jld :1 ot remember her ari tbmetic which ca 1..:ised disi n terest.

~al k ing with the child I a sked her what did she want
to do 8.botJ_t her n'.JJnber work, ,:i.nd her answer was, t hat she
·w anted t o learn arithmetic.

,;-'bis gave ;ne a great feeling

of kQowing that this lit~le girl wanted most of all to learn
her twmber work.,

DL.1.ring our arithmetic period I would set

-9.t the table with her, and we would ·work her arithmetic
together, by using and playing with different objects.
~ith my hal~ and her confi1 ence i t was not long before the
chilJ couLl :recite in class that 6 came after 5 1 8 came
after 7, and 10 after 9.

With her teing able to recite in

class this helped her to become friendly with the rest of
the classmates.

Nale:

Age, 5 years 2 months .
'.'formal.

3 an1ed ~ess:

3ight .

Physical Condition:

~ye Domi nance:

~ight .

Fealthy Child

"'his chil ·i did not know numbers fro ,,1 0 '.1.8 to ten as
a series somewhat apart from objects when he first came
to sc hool.

Ee would not have much to say to his class-

m~tes, nor would he play with them.

1fter observins him ,

I decided to 1-1.se rhymes i L1 teaching the childre·1. number
work .

~he followi~g rhymes were used :
(a)

,., ::-ee, 1.,., our, r....1 ve,
0,;1e, t wo, -'-h
~.latch t he goldfish dive;
nine, ten,

There he goes a gain.

(b)

Cne little, two little, three little, Indiana,
Four . little, five little, six little, IncHe.as.

Seven little, eight little, ,-:iin_e little I'.ldians,
Ten little Indian boys.
Also in cl.evelopL1g this skill 1.•re played a lit t le game.

O~e that is commonly used is the game of hiding the pencil.
Tb.is iit :~ le boy closes his e3res and courits slowly to ten.
Another boy hid e s a pe ~1 cil.

' ibe ~1 t his lit t le boy finishes

counting , he begins to se arch for the pen.cil.
'1 0 t found it before the

Cl3.SS

If he bas

has counted slc1•1ly to ten

t wice, the class tells him where it is~
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Playing such g3.mes helped this lit · le l-:ioy to become
famili a r ,.,1ith the number names--one, two, three, four, fi·le,

six, seve~, ei ght, nine, ten - -he vas then ready to learn
the rne3ning of six as one more than five, seven as one
more than six~ etc.

mhe

0

:ttcome of these g ames heJ.red

1

th is li ttie boy t o improve in his n.1.1J11ber work, a·yJ helped
him improve socially.

